Fuel model 10 - low windspeeds

10. TIMBER (LITTER & UNDERSTORY) - LOW WINDSPEEDS

- Live fuel (foliage) moisture: 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% percent
- Dead fuel moisture: 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% percent
- Rate of spread, chains/h
- Flame length, ft
- Heat per unit area, BTU/sq. ft.
- Effective value of windspeed, mph
- Mid-flame windspeed
- Percent slope in wind direction
- Effective windspeed (midflame), mph
Fuel model 10 – high windspeeds

10. TIMBER (LITTER & UNDERSTORY) – HIGH WINDSPEEDS

- Dead fuel moisture percent
- Live fuel (foliage) moisture percent
- Rate of spread, chains/h
- Flame length, ft
- Heat per unit area, BTU/sq ft
- Effective value of windspeed, mi/h
- Mid-flame windspeed
- Percent slope in wind direction